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The differential cross section for the reaction

\[ k^- + p \rightarrow k^0 + \pi^0 \]

was measured in a spark chamber experiment for an incident \( k^- \) momentum of 1.8 GeV/c. The target was liquid hydrogen confronted by an anti-coincidence counter to insure neutral particle production. A 60 element hodoscope signalled the presence of four charged particles in the final state. The angular distribution of the \( k^0 \) in the center of mass for 59 events has been fit to a series of Legendre polynomials and a good fit was obtained using a maximum order of three. An examination of the fitted data reveals a peak in the backward direction, a dip in the forward direction, and some evidence for direct channel resonances.
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\[ k^- + p \rightarrow k^0 + \pi^0 \] DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT AT 1.8 GeV/C

INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of high energy particle accelerators in the early 1950's, one of the basic tasks of physicists concerned with high energy phenomena has been to classify the so-called elementary particles resulting from baryon\(^1\)-baryon and meson\(^2\)-baryon collisions. The hope is that by ordering these particles according to their properties, certain regularities might show up that would lead to a discovery of the forces involved in their production and decay. A knowledge of the forces is, of course, basic to an understanding of the fundamental structure of matter. The discovery of new particles, however, has proceeded at such a rapid pace that many of the properties of these particles have yet to be accurately determined. Nevertheless, classification schemes have been devised, with one of the most successful being based on unitary symmetry.

In 1961 Gell-Mann (34) and Ne'eman (56) proposed that particles be organized into multiplets derived from the rotation properties of the group SU(3). Under this system the proton and neutron would be

\(^1\)The class of particles containing the proton and those particles whose decay leads to a proton.

\(^2\)The unstable particles which strongly interact with the baryons but whose total number is not conserved.
grouped together with some other particles into an octet of baryons all having a spin of one-half and even parity. Figure 1 shows the positions of these particles in a plot of $Y$ vs $T_3$, where $T_3$ is the third component of isospin and $Y$ is the hypercharge quantum number. Those successes of this classification scheme which led to its general acceptance will not be discussed here since details may be found in several of the references (30, 31, 44).

The neutral cascade particle ($\pi^0$) was discovered among cosmic rays (5) and was first observed in an accelerator experiment in 1958 (3). The name is descriptive of its characteristic two-step decay:

$$\pi^0 \rightarrow \Lambda + \pi^0$$
$$\Lambda \rightarrow p + \pi^-.$$

The mass and decay scheme of the neutral cascade provided the basis for assigning it to the baryon octet as a member of an isospin doublet. This assignment assumes the spin and parity, but the prediction has not yet been confirmed by experiment. Bubble chamber experiments have measured the neutral cascade mass (3, 19, 40, 66), lifetime (9, 18, 25, 37, 38, 40, 42), decay asymmetry parameters (9, 25, 40, 54), and production properties (9, 13, 25), but except for the mass the results are based on relatively few events.

In 1964 an experiment was planned by the High Energy Physics
$a = T_3 + \frac{Y}{2}$

Figure 1. $1/2^+$ Baryon octet.
Group of the University of Washington to study the reaction:

\[ k^- + p \rightarrow k^0 + \bar{\pi}^0 \]

for a \( k^- \) momentum of 1.8 GeV/c. The decay of the \( k^0 \):

\[ k^0 \rightarrow \pi^+ + \pi^- \]

in addition to that of the cascade leads to four charged particles in the final state. By observing these particles along with the beam particle, one can completely determine the kinematics of an event and the observation of many events will yield the production differential cross section, the cascade polarization, and the decay asymmetry parameters. The first two numbers enter into a partial-wave analysis to determine the production amplitudes and the latter may be used to test certain theories concerned with weak interactions.

The proposal to do such an experiment was submitted in the Fall of 1964 and envisioned the use of spark chambers so as to acquire data at a considerably faster rate than was possible in bubble chamber experiments. By using scintillation counters to detect the signature of the reaction of interest, it would be possible to trigger the spark chambers upon the occurrence of a good event and thus be able to handle a beam consisting of several thousand particles per pulse.

Construction of the experimental apparatus began in 1965 and
in June 1966 setup and testing were initiated at the Bevatron, the University of California's proton synchrotron located at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley, California. The useful data were taken from February to May 1968 and analysis was completed in January 1970. In this thesis the essential elements of the experiment will be described and the method by which a differential cross section measurement was made will be explained. The significance of the result will be discussed and a comparison will be made with past experiments.
k^- BEAM

The first element of the experiment to be discussed is the incident beam of k^- mesons (kaons). The kaons, along with a much greater number of \( \pi^- \) mesons (pions) were produced by flipping a small target \(^3\) into the path of the protons circulating within the ring of the Bevatron. The resulting proton-nucleon collisions gave rise to an enormous number of secondary particles with momenta depending on the production angle. In order to derive a monoenergetic beam of kaons, it was necessary to have a system that would capture particles of the correct charge and momentum, separate the pions from the kaons, and transport the latter to the experimental area. Such a system was designed by R. W. Williams and V. Cook of the University of Washington and is shown in Figure 2.

The pairs of quadrupole magnets captured and focused the negative beam in a manner analogous to that of a lens in geometrical optics. The quadrupole Q5 and the sextupole allowed for fine tuning under certain running conditions. The H-magnets employed a vertical field to bend the beam and thereby select a certain momentum for entrance into Q6. All of the magnets used were standard beam transport elements and their specific characteristics may be found

---

\(^3\) The internal target was of copper and from the point of view of the beam was 1/4" wide, 1/32" high, and 4" deep.
Figure 2. Beam transport system.
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in (12).

The spectrometer used crossed electric and magnetic fields to differentially deflect particles on the basis of their speed. In practice, the spectrometer was set to allow kaons to pass through the "mass slit" which was a wedge-shaped gap formed by two blocks of uranium. The faster pions, on the other hand, missed the opening and were scattered or absorbed by the heavy material. Because of the finite momentum spread and directional divergences, the beam still consisted primarily of pions when it reached the experimental area. The flux was sufficiently low, however, that it was not necessary to remove these pions but only to identify each particle as it entered the target. This identification was provided by the ethylene-filled gas Cerenkov counter shown in Figure 3.

Effectively a beam particle entering the mylar window saw four tubes in a circle with one additional tube at the center. In principle, a kaon will emit Cerenkov light in a narrow cone seen only by the central tube while the pions have wider cones that intersect at least one of the outer tube faces. The signals from the outer tubes were added together and put into anti-coincidence with the output of the central tube. Thus the Cerenkov counter was used to supply the logic signal $K\bar{\pi}$.

---

\[^4\text{The principles of Cerenkov radiation are presented in (43).}\]
Figure 3. Cerenkov counter.
In addition to this identification, further beam definition was required to insure that the particle did in fact enter the target. Also, extra counters were needed to eliminate the possibility of accidental coincidences. Figure 4 shows the placement of these scintillation counters and Figure 5 shows their shapes and dimensions. Counter B' (the coincidence between B1 and B2) signaled the entrance of a particle into the Cerenkov counter. The array of counters H1-H4 was used to qualitatively measure the beam divergence, but since it subtended a greater solid angle than did B', little flux was lost by including it. The counter T1 was located inside the target vacuum chamber and was positioned directly in front of the liquid hydrogen flask. In order to absolutely define a parallel beam entering the target, an additional counter T1' was placed just in front of the vacuum chamber's mylar window. The flux passing through all of these counters was defined as the scintillation beam and yielded the logic signal

\[ \text{SBEAM} = B' \cdot (H1+H2+H3+H4) \cdot T1 \cdot T1'. \]

To get a k signal, SBEAM was put into coincidence with the Cerenkov counter to yield

\[ \text{BEAM} = \text{SBEAM} \cdot (K \bar{\pi}) \]

which was a measure of the kaon flux.

The counters AA12 and AA3 bordered the H counters and T1',
Figure 4. Experimental layout.
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Figure 5. Beam defining counters.
respectively. Their function was to veto cases in which divergent beam particles triggered the "yes" counters by emitting Cerenkov radiation while passing through the light pipes joining the scintillators to the photomultiplier tube faces. The complete logic signal, then, that indicated a kaon entering the target was

\[ A\text{BEAM} = BEAM \cdot AA2 \cdot AA3. \]

Typical counting rates for the various beam elements as well as operating details for the spectrometer and Cerenkov counter will be given in Chapter 8.
LIQUID HYDROGEN TARGET

A liquid hydrogen target was used to avoid $k^-n$ interactions and to eliminate the corrections necessary when the target particle is bound within a nucleus. In this experiment the cylindrical target flask was six inches long and two inches in diameter. Multiplying the length by the density of boiling liquid hydrogen gives an effective interaction length of about one gm/cm$^2$. To slow the loss of target material and for safety reasons, the flask was supported within a vacuum chamber (Figure 6). The main stock of liquid hydrogen was maintained in a reservoir located outside the experimental house and connected to the flask by a long fill line. The reservoir was filled from large dewars supplied by the Target Group which built the hydrogen target according to specifications and assembled the auxiliary equipment.

Located within the vacuum chamber were three scintillation counters, two of which were actually used. Counter T1 was part of the beam system and has been described in Chapter II. Counter T3 was a disk-shaped counter (Figure 5) and was located just downstream from the flask. The purpose of this counter was to veto events in which charged particles were produced by the $k^-p$ interaction. By putting the signal from T3 into anticoincidence with the beam signal, a neutral beam was defined:
Figure 6. Liquid hydrogen target.
\[ N \text{BEAM} = A \text{BEAM} \cdot T_3. \]

Now since the cross section for charged particle production exceeds that for the production of neutrals by a factor of 2.5, it was essential that \( T_3 \) be a very efficient counter to avoid being overwhelmed by background events. As measured during the experiment, the efficiency of \( T_3 \) varied between 99.5% and 99.8%. These values were none too high, and combined with the fact that \( T_3 \) was limited in size led to a considerable number of charged events slipping through. The seriousness of this effect was reduced somewhat by counting the number of charged particles in the final state. The hodoscope, described in the next chapter, demanded that four charged particle be present to signal a good event.
HODOSCOPE

As was mentioned in the introduction, the reaction of interest leads to a four charged particle final state. To distinguish this state from, say, the charge exchange final state, a hodoscope was constructed to count the number of charged particles passing through the spark chambers. This hodoscope was an array of 60 vertical "picket" scintillation counters backed up by 12 "paddle" counters. The dimensions of these counters are given in Figure 7, while their layout is shown in Figure 4. As designed, the picket array would be sufficiently discrete so that each charged particle would pass through a different counter. The pulses from all counters could then be simply added to give the multiplicity of the final state. The paddle counters were used to "gate" the signals from the pickets. By allowing the latter to pass only when the appropriate paddle had been triggered, an effective coincidence was obtained.

It was important that the detection efficiency be uniform along the entire four foot length of the pickets, and some consideration was given to mounting a photomultiplier tube on both ends of the counter. After testing several models, however, it was found that a single Amperex 150 AVP performed quite satisfactorily. An electrical base (Figure 8) was designed to supply sufficient current during the beam pulse and divider boxes were constructed to allow the high
Figure 7. Hodoscope counters.
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Figure 8. Amperex 150 AVP tube base.
voltage applied to the tubes to be individually adjusted. About 75 units consisting of a picket, an electrical base, and a divider box were built and tested at the University of Washington. The paddles were equipped with Amperex 56 AVP tubes and with bases and divider boxes used in a previous experiment.

Before using any of the counters, it was necessary to find the optimal high voltage setting for them. This was accomplished by plotting efficiency against voltage and determining at which voltage the efficiency reached a plateau. The efficiency was measured by placing the counter to be tested between a pair of counters ("telescope") and recording the triple coincidence rate as well as the double coincidence rate between the telescope counters. The ratio triples:doubles is independent of the telescope counter efficiencies and may be defined to be the efficiency of the counter being tested. The setup and a typical curve are shown in Figure 9.

In spite of occasional light leaks, broken glue joints, misplaced cables, and faulty tube bases, the hodoscope operated in a quite uniform manner and gave an accurate count when from one to five particles passed through it. The logic signal from the hodoscope was labeled $\alpha$, and in coincidence with NBEAM constituted the "good event" signal which was used to trigger the spark chambers described in the next chapter.
Figure 9. Plateau of a scintillation counter.
SPARK CHAMBERS

Two types of spark chambers were run during the experiment, but the data from one type were not used in the analysis and so will not be discussed in any detail here. In the top view of the experiment (Figure 10), three large spark chambers (with their mirror views as well) may be seen situated outside of the hodoscope. The plates of these chambers were of steel and were designed to detect the gamma rays from the neutral pion decay by converting them into electron pairs. Now by demanding the presence of gamma rays, one could certainly eliminate background events, but this was not done because of uncertainty about the biases introduced by casting out good events. Since not enough was known about the efficiencies and operating characteristics of the steel chambers, the information provided by them was not utilized in this first analysis of the data.

The other type of spark chamber had aluminum foil plates sandwiched between plexiglass frames and with mylar sheets on the outside to make them gas-tight. Figure 4 shows the arrangement of these spark chambers; two "beam" chambers (Figure 11) detected the incident \( k^- \) particle and four "V" chambers (Figure 12) hopefully contained the decay products of the \( \Lambda \) and \( k^0 \). The beam chambers had six one-quarter inch gaps with an effective cross sectional area of 5" x 5". The V chambers were 20" x 20" with 12 one-quarter
Figure 10. Camera view of the experiment.
Figure 11. Beam spark chamber.
Figure 12. V spark chamber.
inch gaps. All of these chambers operated on Neon which was contained within a recirculating system. The system was built around three pumping carts which contained liquid nitrogen traps to remove impurities.

Alternate plates of each spark chamber were driven to a high voltage upon the electrical breakdown of spark gaps located outside of the experimental house (Figure 13). A schematic drawing of a spark gap and transformer are given in Figure 14, while the overall distribution system is shown in Figure 15. The initiating signal which triggered the spark chambers came from an EG&G logic module which provided an output when fed a "good event" signal from the beam and hodoscope electronics. In the next chapter the means by which the resulting sparks were photographed will be discussed.

---

5 The spark gap is effectively a switch which can be closed in nanoseconds.
Figure 13. Spark gaps.
Figure 14. Foil chambers spark gap.
Figure 15. High voltage distribution system for spark chambers.
CAMERA AND OPTICS

In order to record the spark chamber tracks on film, cameras were mounted in an alcove above and off to the side of the experimental apparatus. As shown in Figure 16, four cameras were used to permit the exposure of four frames during a single beam pulse. Relatively inexpensive Beattie backs were sufficient since there was then no need for a rapid film advance. The figure also shows the pyramid which reflected the image of the experiment into the lenses. Figure 10 is an actual photograph taken during the running. To view the entire experiment, 70 millimeter film was employed and a long optical path was obtained by mounting a large mirror some 23 feet above the floor of the experimental house.

The reconstruction of spark chamber tracks requires a stereo view of the chambers. The overhead mirror recorded the top view directly, but other mirrors were needed to project the side views upward. In addition to the sparks, certain reference marks or fiducial marks were also photographed. Physically, the fiducials consisted of a small box with a bulb to illuminate an etched glass plate. As may be seen in Figure 10, each plate carried an identifying number and a cross which could be surveyed. The fiducials were used to set up the transformation between film space and real space; details will be presented in Chapter X.
Figure 16. Camera system.
ELECTRONICS

Electronic devices were used in the experiment to control the cameras and fiducials, to process the signals from the photomultiplier tubes, to trigger the spark chambers, and to perform other miscellaneous tasks. Nearly all of the electronics were contained in commercially-built modules that were purchased or borrowed for use in this experiment.

The "slow" electronics operated on a microsecond or longer time scale and governed the experiment over the period of one accelerator cycle. One circuit integrated the signals from a beam counter and displayed flux vs time on a cathode ray tube. The experiment was gated off during spikes in this display so that multiple tracks would not appear in the beam spark chambers. Another 40 millisecond gate was applied after each good event signal to give the camera shutters time to operate and the spark chamber capacitors time to recharge. The slow electronics also flashed the fiducials, operated the shutters, and then advanced the film at the end of each beam pulse.

The "fast" (nanosecond) electronics modules were used to process the photomultiplier tube signals. This speed was necessary to differentiate between pulses due to the passage of a charged particle and those coming from electrons thermally ejected from the
photocathode. By requiring a close coincidence between signals from successive counters, triggers resulting from two noise pulses could be eliminated because of the relatively slow rate of generation of such pulses.

Each signal from a photomultiplier tube first entered a discriminator which ignored amplitudes below 100 millivolts and provided a standard output pulse for higher input amplitudes. Other electronic modules functioned as coincidence circuits, adders (mixers), and gates. Block diagrams of the beam and hodoscope electronics logic are shown in Figures 17-21. The good event signal which was the output of the final discriminator triggered a pulser which led to the spark gaps and thus caused the firing of the spark chambers. Other outputs led to the slow electronics and to a scaler for counting purposes. Details about the tuning of certain portions of the electronics may be found in (39) and in the next chapter typical running conditions will be described.
Figure 17. Beam electronics.
Figure 18. Hodoscope left wall electronics.
Figure 19. Hodoscope center wall electronics.
Figure 20. Hodoscope right wall electronics.
Figure 21. Final stage of electronics.
DATA TAKING

The data were accumulated during a series of runs consisting of from two to seven days of primary control over the Bevatron running conditions. During these periods the University of Washington group set the Bevatron energy, spill time, and flux to maximize the number of beam particles while also allowing other groups to carry on experiments. The machine operated 24 hours per day and three shifts of two persons each were used during the running. In this chapter the important aspects pertaining to the preparation for and carrying out of a run will be described.

Prior to the data taking several running periods were devoted to finding the optimal Bevatron energy at which to flip the internal target as well as the best radial and azimuthal settings for this target. The criterion used in each case was the number of kaons per pulse incident on the hydrogen target. The accuracy of this number depended critically on the proper operation of the Cerenkov counter and the velocity spectrometer. Consequently, the calibration of these two instruments will be discussed next.

The variable parameter related to the Cerenkov counter was the pressure of the ethylene gas which determined the index of refraction, \( n \), of the medium. The emission angle, \( \theta \), of Cerenkov light depends on \( n \) through the relation \( \cos \theta = \frac{c}{vn} \) where \( c \) is the speed
of light in a vacuum and $v$ is the particle velocity. Raising the pressure increased $n$ and thus also the emission angle. The plot of flux vs pressure shown in Figure 22 illustrates the effect of an emission angle change on the counting rates of the various tubes. At low pressure the slow kaons do not radiate and the pions are detected only by the central tube, which results in pseudo- $k^-$ signals. As the pressure is increased the pion Cerenkov light begins to strike the outer tube faces and the $k^-$ rate is reduced. At the optimum pressure setting the kaons emit light into the central detector and the counting rate increases once again. Since the pressure is temperature dependent, a recalibration was necessary from time to time throughout a run.

Within the velocity spectrometer both the electric and magnetic fields could be varied, but the former was essentially fixed and calibration was accomplished by adjusting the magnet. Figure 23 shows the variation of the kaon and pion fluxes with current through a magnet shunt. The spatial separation between the kaons and pions was very small and the magnetic field had to be carefully set to cause the pions to miss the mass slit. Maximizing the number of kaons was not the sole concern, since it was also essential to limit the ratio of pions to kaons. Under optimum conditions this ratio was about five to one, but constant adjustment of the spectrometer was required to maintain it.
Figure 22. Cerenkov counter pressure curve.
Figure 23. Spectrometer magnet curve.
The flux of kaons was found to be a maximum for a Bevatron energy of 5.9 GeV at spill time and with the internal target positioned at a radius of 599.3" and an azimuthal angle of 79.0 deg. Typical counting rates for certain counters are given in Table 1. During any experiment of this sort there is a constant adjustment of the electronics, the tube voltages, etc. as well as variations in the proton flux striking the internal target. The numbers given represent the average condition during the period of useful data taking. In addition to tending the photomultiplier tubes and electronics, considerable attention was given to the spark chambers so that failures would be quickly spotted. Polaroid snapshots of the operating chambers were taken at regular intervals and underwent immediate examination. At other times there was no shortage of tasks, as is evidenced by the checklist shown in Table 2. In spite of power failures, liquid hydrogen leaks, and broken counters, the experiment was run without serious interruption during the allocated time periods. A discussion of the data obtained and how it was handled will be presented in the following chapters.
Table 1. Typical counting rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protons incident on the internal target</th>
<th>$3 \times 10^{12}$ per pulse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBEAM</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM</td>
<td>3,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABEAM</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBEAM</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD EVENT</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Checklist.

1. Spectrometer magnet setting
2. Helium bag supply
3. Liquid hydrogen dewar
4. Liquid hydrogen reservoir
5. Liquid hydrogen flask
6. Cerenkov counter nitrogen bottle
7. Cerenkov counter pressure
8. Recirculating carts
9. Neon bottle
10. Helium bottle
11. Spark chambers and cameras
12. Spark gaps - nitrogen bottle
13. Spark chamber power supplies
DATA REDUCTION

During the experiment about 800,000 pictures were taken, of which some 200,000 were obtained while running with the kaon beam. Of these 200,000 pictures, which resided on about 1600 rolls of film, it was known that only a very small percentage could have resulted from the reaction of interest. From the known flux incident on the hydrogen target, one would expect only about 1000 events (Appendix I). The spurious triggers resulted from a combination of background reactions with the

1) inefficiency of counter T3;
2) finite size of T3;
3) photomultiplier signals due to neutrons from the accelerator;
4) photomultiplier tube noise; and
5) malfunctioning of electronics and tube bases.

There may have been other sources of background, but the above list certainly includes the most important. This chapter is concerned with data reduction: the manner in which the first stage of true event selection was carried out and how the data were recorded on magnetic tape for further study by means of the computer.

A true event is now defined to be a collection of tracks resulting from the reaction of interest. A good event, as discussed previously, was any circumstance leading to the triggering of the spark chambers.
The first step in culling out the true events was a visual scanning of each photograph to find candidates. The main criterion was that there be a single incoming track and four outgoing tracks. In addition, the four tracks must have conceivably resulted from the decays of a $k^0$ and a $\Lambda$. That is to say, each pair of projected tracks must have formed a "V" characteristic of a neutral particle decay. A typical 2V topology is shown in Figure 24. The scanners registered the frame and roll numbers of each candidate along with pertinent details about the picture. Pictures in which one or two seemingly independent particles were seen in the spark chambers were also noted for informational purposes. Pictures with "straight-through" or "stray" particles were not considered candidates, but certainly represented a significant part of the data. It is estimated that one-half of the true events were lost by ignoring such pictures. Unfortunately the time, expense, and added complexity involved in analyzing these pictures prohibited their inclusion. A fraction of the film was looked at a second time to give an estimate of the efficiency for finding candidates. This scanning efficiency turned out to be 95%.

The 2V pictures selected by the scanners were next measured on the SCAMP measuring system. By means of this system the coordinates of all sparks and fiducials were registered on magnetic tape. Details about the SCAMP system are in Appendix II. The measuring procedure involved a second stage of scanning since the
Figure 24. Typical 2V topology.
measurers could discard unsatisfactory pictures. Such pictures included those in which no correlation could be made between the top and side views of a track as well as those in which the scanners had apparently overlooked a disqualifying feature. It turned out that about 99% of the scanning candidates were actually measured. When the measuring was completed in June 1969, the data was contained on 15 reels of magnetic tape.

The final steps in the reduction of the data were handled by the computer, which was used to reconstruct the measured tracks in real space. The reconstruction program first checked the format of the SCAMP data to verify that all fiducials and both views of five tracks had been measured completely and in the proper sequence. After a little more editing the data were stored in arrays and processed in the manner described in Appendix III. Program GEOMET successfully reconstructed 90% of the pictures and the track parameters then resided on 15 geometry tapes. The next step, described in Chapter X, was to analyze these events on the basis of their kinematics in a further effort to isolate the true events.
DATA ANALYSIS

The output of the geometry program consisted of the track directions for some 4500 pictures. Now each picture contained four outgoing tracks which could be grouped together in six different ways. Since there was no way of knowing the proper pairings, each configuration had to be treated as a potential true event. Naturally, choices had to be made eventually so that no more than one event in the final sample came from a single picture.

Analysis of the events on the geometry tapes began with program RECON which employed an iterative process in fitting certain aspects of an event to a given hypothesis. The techniques involved were derived from the methods used in analyzing bubble chamber data (8, 59, 60) and are described in more detail in (39). For those iterations which converged, a chi-squared value was obtained for the final answer. This measure of the "goodness of the fit" was later used to decide which events to accept and which to reject. Table 3 gives those RECON output values which entered into the differential cross section determination.

The quantities CHK and CHL came from two "vertex" fits in which each pair of tracks were hypothesized to have originated at a common vertex; the $K^0$ or $\Lambda$ decay point. After a successful vertex fit it was possible to determine the missing mass associated
Table 3. Reconstruction program output.

- **PB** - beam momentum (MeV/c)
- **CKL** - cosine of the $k^0$ production angle with respect to the beam direction
- **RI(1)** - x value of $\Xi^0$ production point (inches)
- **RI(2)** - y value of $\Xi^0$ production point
- **RI(3)** - z value of $\Xi^0$ production point
- **Z** - perpendicular distance of production point from beam direction (inches)
- **SK** - distance travelled by the $k^0$ before decay
- **ESK** - error in SK
- **PK** - $k^0$ momentum
- **RK** - $k^0$ decay point (see RI)
- **CHK** - $\chi^2$ for the $k^0$ vertex fit
- **CHL** - $\chi^2$ for the $\Lambda$ vertex fit
- **CHC** - $\chi^2$ for the fit to the cascade hypothesis
- **RM** - missing mass associated with the $k^0$
- **CHI** - the largest $\chi^2$ obtained during the least squares fitting of the sparks
with the neutral particle which was presumed to have decayed at that vertex (Figure 25). The decision as to which vertex belonged to the $k^0$ was deferred until later; at this point each configuration was still treated as a separate event.

The remaining quantities in Table 3 were determined by an overall fit of the event to the hypothesis that it was indeed an example of

$$k^- + p \rightarrow k^0 + \Xi^0$$

with

$$k^0 \rightarrow \pi^+ + \pi^-.$$  

This fit varied the track parameters and $k^-$ momentum to insure that the missing mass associated with the $k^0$ was that of the neutral cascade. If there was convergence for both vertices in this two-constraint fit, the choice as to which belonged to the $k^0$ could have been made on the basis of CHC. It turned out, however, that one or the other of the alternatives was always eliminated by the later cuts so that a prior choice was not necessary.

Having determined the laboratory quantities $PB$ and $CKL$, relativistic kinematics yielded the center of mass quantity $CKCM$. This and other related calculations are shown in Appendix IV. At this point there was still considerable contamination of the data by background events so that further cuts were necessary to obtain a
Figure 25. Missing mass determination.
relatively undistorted picture of the differential cross section. The philosophy behind the decisions as to which cuts to make involved several considerations:

1) the cuts should, a priori, eliminate significantly more background than true events;
2) the differential cross section should not be biased; and
3) derived quantities such as the $k^0$ lifetime should be close to their known values.

The cuts that were made and the number of events which survived are given in Table 4. Number one put a limit on the chi-squared value for the least-square fitting of the sparks. Number two essentially insured that the event was of the $2V$ variety. The third cut required the missing mass to be near that of the neutral cascade, while four and five eliminated those events in which the production point was outside the liquid hydrogen flask. Finally, cuts six and seven put limits on the natural lifetime of the $k^0$. By requiring TAU to exceed 0.2 inches, one would hope to avoid instances whereby the charged particles emerged from the production vertex rather than from a decay vertex. The other limitation on TAU was meant to cut out a few especially long-lived $k^0$'s which one would not expect to observe on the basis of the known lifetime. The resulting final sample consisted of 59 events which implied a total cross section consistent with previous results (Figure 26). Some
Table 4. Effect of cuts on the number of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restrictions on the data</th>
<th>Number of events passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.1 &lt; RM &lt; 1.5 \text{ GeV}/c^2$</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 CHI $\leq 100$</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 CHK, CHL $&lt; 6$</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 $1.2 &lt; RM &lt; 1.4$</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 $-26. \leq RI(1) \leq -20.$</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 $Z \leq 1$</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 TAU $&gt; 0.2$</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 TAU $&lt; 4.0$</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Made within program RECON.
FLUX DETERMINATION

Total flux during the experiment: \( 7.5 \times 10^7 \text{ k}^- \).

Multiply this by
- 0.50 for unmeasured pictures (stray, straight-thrus)
- 0.90 for deadtime in the anticoincidence counter
- 0.90 for events lost by measuring errors, then
the total corrected flux = \( 3.0 \times 10^7 \text{ k}^- \).

YIELD DETERMINATION

Number of events in final sample: 59

Multiply this by
- 5.5 for branching ratios
- 4.0 for the detection efficiency
- 1.5 for the reconstruction efficiency, then
the total corrected number of events = 1900.

One has
\[
1900 = 3.0 \times 10^7 \left( \sigma \cdot 66 \times 10^{22} \right) \text{ (see appendix I)}
\]
\[
\sigma = 9.6 \times 10^{-29}
\]
\[
\sigma = 96 \text{ microbarns.}
\]

Unfortunately, the flux determination is only an estimate because not all of the film was measured. Thus, this total cross section can really only be used as a consistency check. A recent determination (25) of the cross section yielded the value 100 ± 23 microbarns.

Figure 26. Derivation of the total cross section.
distributions of interest are the production point, missing mass, and $k^0$ lifetime. These are displayed in Figure 27. The CKCM distribution is not the differential cross section, since no correction has yet been made for the experimental detection efficiency as a function of CKCM. The way in which Monte Carlo methods were used to make this correction is the subject of the next chapter.
Figure 2. Experimental distributions.
MONTE CARLO CORRECTION

In most spark chamber experiments the counters used to identify the reaction of interest do not completely surround the target, and so a certain fraction of the true events are lost. If this effect tends to deplete the bins of certain center of mass production angles, then a correction must be made to obtain the true differential cross section. The availability of high speed computers has made the Monte Carlo method the most convenient and accurate means for making such a geometrical correction. The mathematical basis for the Monte Carlo method may be found in (76). In this chapter only those aspects which apply to the experiment at hand will be covered.

As they apply to this experiment, the Monte Carlo calculations involved the following steps:

1) a mathematical model of the experiment was set up;
2) a set of center of mass production angles (events) was generated;
3) each event was assigned other kinematic values on the basis of known distributions;
4) the events were examined to see if they would have been detected and subsequently reconstructed; and
5) the distribution of reconstructed events was divided by the distribution of generated events to obtain the detection efficiency
as a function of the center of mass production angle. Then dividing the experimental distribution by the detection efficiency yielded the true differential cross section. Figure 28 shows the two Monte Carlo distributions used to obtain the detection efficiency. Details about the calculations are presented in Appendix V.

Besides providing a correction factor, the Monte Carlo results can also be used to check other experimental distributions. Figure 29 shows the theoretical distribution of production points along the x axis. The similarity of this plot with the experimental one in Figure 27 makes one more confident that the anti-coincidence counter was working properly and also that there was not a large number of interactions in the counter just in front of the target. Also, the experimental missing mass distribution for the final events is certainly consistent with the Monte Carlo prediction. These results, then, tend to reinforce the view that the differential cross section, presented in the next chapter, is based on an essentially unbiased sample of true events.
Figure 28. Detection efficiency determination.
Figure 29. Theoretical distributions.
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION

To get an analytical expression for the differential cross section, the 59 values of CKCM were first distributed among eight bins. The number of events in each bin was divided by the appropriate detection efficiency, the resulting populations renormalized, and then fit to a series of Legendre polynomials. The advantages resulting from using Legendre polynomials are well known; their orthogonality allows the addition of further terms without greatly affecting the lower ones, and the coefficients are rather easily related to the amplitudes entering into a partial wave analysis. The form of the differential cross section is then

$$\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} (\text{CKCM}) = \frac{\sigma}{4\pi} \sum_{L=0}^{L_{\text{MAX}}} \left( \frac{A_L}{A_0} \right) P_L (\text{CKCM})$$

where $A_0$ is related to the total cross section and the initial state center of mass momentum (25). The coefficients $B_L = A_L / A_0$ do not depend on the normalization and so are useful in comparing the results of different experiments at slightly different momenta.

Table 5 gives the coefficients and chi-squared values for fits with different degrees of freedom. The fit is not significantly improved by using more than four polynomials, so that is the number used to plot the final result shown in Figure 30.
Table 5. Legendre polynomial fits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>B0</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>B4</th>
<th>B5</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00±0.30</td>
<td>1.17±0.50</td>
<td>1.00±0.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00±0.27</td>
<td>0.45±0.42</td>
<td>1.08±0.47</td>
<td>-1.20±0.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00±0.32</td>
<td>0.81±0.57</td>
<td>0.56±0.74</td>
<td>-0.99±0.73</td>
<td>-0.83±0.79</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00±0.33</td>
<td>0.71±0.62</td>
<td>0.64±0.78</td>
<td>-1.18±1.01</td>
<td>-0.81±0.78</td>
<td>-0.27±0.91</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 30. Differential cross section.
The value in measuring this differential cross section lies in the information it can give about the forces which yielded it. According to present theories, there are three different ways in which the nuclear (strong) force can manifest itself:

1) meson exchange (t channel);
2) baryon exchange (u channel); and
3) resonance formation (s channel).

Figure 31 shows the exchange diagrams and the exchange candidates allowed by the conservation laws. Qualitatively, the differential cross section supports the implication of Figure 31 that baryon exchange occurs while meson exchange is absent. The backward (CKCM = -1) peak indicates that a heavy particle is transferring considerable momentum to the $k^0$. The dip in the forward direction shows the lack of peripherality in the interaction; a sign that there is no long-range meson being exchanged.

At intermediate angles the differential cross section is neither zero nor flat, but shows an undulation characteristic of resonance formation and decay. The known resonances which might be contributing are given in Figure 32. By knowing the spin of the resonance, one can calculate (70) the contribution of its decay to each of the coefficients in the Legendre series. The experimental coefficients are consistent with $\Lambda (2100)$ formation, but clearly are not known accurately enough to rule out other possibilities. In fact,
Figure 31. Exchange diagrams.
Figure 32. Resonance candidates.
the drawing of any quantitative conclusions would be very difficult without combining the results presented here with those obtained in other experiments. This possibility will be considered in the next chapter.
CONCLUSION

This experiment was not the first to study the reaction

\[ k^- + p \rightarrow k^0 + \Xi^- (1.8 \text{ GeV/c}), \]

but it does represent a significant contribution to the knowledge about the differential cross section. The Saclay (13) and LRL (25) groups base their results on 39 and 50 events, respectively. Qualitatively, both of these results are similar to that obtained in this experiment. Within statistical errors, the LRL coefficients are the same as those reported here. Of course, the errors are large and more events would be very desirable. To carry out a partial wave analysis, more polarization information is required. If such data could be derived from this experiment, a long step could be taken toward pinning down the resonance contributions to the differential cross section. Perhaps the analysis might show the existence of a previously undiscovered enhancement.

Besides a partial wave analysis, one might hope to fit all of the experimental data to a model of the reaction amplitude. If this model were based on SU(3), the \( k\pi\Xi \) interaction could perhaps be related to other combinations of the members of the basic meson and baryon octets. Lack of knowledge about the \( \Xi \) has certainly held up progress in this area, so one hopes that this experiment
will serve as an inducement to elementary particle physicists to extend their theoretical work along these lines.
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APPENDICES
YIELD OF THE HYDROGEN TARGET

Since the total \( k^- p \) cross section is small, the beam is attenuated only slightly by the target. In this case the flask may be treated as a thin disk and the probability of a reaction is just the area of the scattering centers divided by the cross sectional area of the flask:

\[
P = \sigma \cdot \left( \frac{\text{number of scattering centers/cm}^2}{\text{cm}^2} \right)
\]

\[
= \sigma N_o \rho / A.
\]

Putting in the numbers,

\[
P = (100 \times 10^{-30} \text{ cm}^2)(6 \times 10^{23} \text{ atoms/mole}).
\]

\[
(6 \times 2.54 \text{ cm})/1 \text{ gm/mole}
\]

\[
= 66 \times 10^{-6}.
\]

The total flux on the target was about \( 10^8 \) kaons, so the number of neutral cascades produced was on the order of 6000. This is, of course, an upper limit because of branching ratios and the finite detection efficiency. Later on the total cross section will be derived from the numbers obtained in this experiment.
SCAMP SYSTEM

The SCAMP measuring system of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory is a semi-automatic measuring machine consisting of a film transport system, a projection apparatus, a panel of switches, and a tape recording mechanism. The SCAMP is film-plane digitized with the smallest increment on the film being one micron.

In handling an event, the measurer would place the crosshair on each fiducial mark and then on every visible spark, all in a prescribed order. Depressing a foot pedal registered the coordinates of the crosshair within the machine. At this stage mistakes could still be rectified by pushing an "error" button on the panel. After 20 measurements had been made, the accumulated data was recorded on tape by pushing yet another button. In addition to the measured points, the panel information was also recorded. The binary and decimal switches on the panel were used to convey such information as roll number, frame number, scanner number, and date.

Several different groups are able to use the SCAMP by each inserting their own patchboard containing their particular format. The data is then distinguished by a format number and each week computer center personnel copy appropriate records from the master tape onto each group's individual tape. These were called SCAMP tapes and were the input to the geometry program.
GEOMETRY PROGRAM

To reconstruct the spark chamber tracks, a coordinate system was set up within the experimental house. One fiducial mark was taken to be the origin and all others were surveyed to determine their coordinates. A righthanded system was employed, with positive x along the nominal beam line and positive z along the vertical.

The cameras viewed the spark chambers through a system of mirrors whose positions were also surveyed. By using geometry, the optical paths were unfolded to determine the position of "virtual" cameras. A virtual camera was located at a point in space where it had a direct view identical to that reflected by mirrors into the corresponding real camera. The virtual cameras, then, replaced the real cameras and there was no longer any need to consider the mirrors.

The SCAMP measuring system supplied the film coordinates \((x_F, y_F)\) of the sparks and fiducials. The survey yielded the space coordinates \((x_S, y_S, z_S)\) of the fiducials and it was desired to find the space coordinates of the sparks. In each view of every spark chamber there were placed three or four fiducials in a plane. This fiducial plane was designed to be parallel to the virtual film plane so that a transformation of the form
could be set up. The known fiducial coordinates were used to determine the constants, and then the fiducial plane coordinates of each spark were determined. In principle, only two fiducials per view were required, but the excess allowed the constants to be determined by a least-squares fitting.

To find the positions of the sparks in space, the two views of each chamber had to be correlated in the following manner. The spark positions in a top fiducial plane (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 in Figure 33) were fit to a straight line by the method of least squares. The "track" plane defined by this line and the top virtual camera was then known to contain the actual track.

The line joining the side virtual camera to the side fiducial plane spark positions (Z5, Z6, Z7, Z8) was intersected with the track plane to give the space coordinates of the sparks (Z9, Z10, Z11, Z12). Finally, the true spark coordinates were fit by least squares on the track plane to give the track direction. For fitting purposes the tracks were parameterized by projecting them onto the X-Z and Y-Z planes. Thus the geometry program supplied five track directions in the form

\[
x' = A x_F + B y_F \\
y' = C x_F + D y_F
\]
\[ x = az + b \]
\[ y = cz + d. \]

Included were the errors which were propagated to give the uncertainty in kinematic quantities.
Figure 33. Reconstruction diagram.
RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS

For a reaction \(1 + 2 \rightarrow 3 + 4\), one generally starts with the knowledge or assumption of the beam momentum \(p_1\). In this case the center of mass quantities may be determined in the following manner. Letting a prime denote a center of mass quantity and a bar indicate a four-vector, one has

\[
\begin{align*}
(P_1 + P_2)^2 &= [(E_1 + M_2), \bar{p}_1]^2 \\
&= E_1^2 + 2E_1M_2 + M_2^2 - p_1^2 \\
&= m_1^2 + M_2^2 + 2E_1M_2, \text{ and}
\end{align*}
\]

Then for the center of mass,

\[
\beta = p_1/(E_1 + M_2) \quad \gamma = (E_1 + M_2)/E'.
\]

Now if one has assumed the beam momentum and has measured the emission angle and momentum (by the decay opening angle) of particle 3, then the missing mass may be found by four-vector conservation:
\[ P_1 + P_2 = P_3 + P_4 \]
\[ P_4 = P_1 + P_2 - P_3 \]
\[ MM = (P_4)^2 = (P_1 + P_2)^2 - 2(P_1 + P_2) \cdot P_3 + P_3^2 \]
\[ = s - 2P_1 \cdot P_3 - 2P_2 \cdot P_3 + m_3^2 \]
\[ = s - 2E_1E_3 + 2p_1p_3\cos\theta - 2M_2E_3 + m_3^2. \]

If, instead, the fitting program has yielded the beam momentum and the emission angle \( \theta \), the center of mass angle may be found by using a Lorentz transformation:

\[ p'_3\cos\theta' = \gamma(p_3\cos \beta E_3) \]

and the conservation laws

\[ p'_3 = p'_4 \]
\[ E'_3 + E'_4 = E'. \]

The mass values used in these calculations are given in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Mass (MeV/c^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K^-</td>
<td>493.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>938.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Xi^0 )</td>
<td>1314.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K^0</td>
<td>497.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\Lambda</td>
<td>1115.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\pi^0</td>
<td>134.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\pi^\pm</td>
<td>139.579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MONTE CARLO PROGRAMS

Program MONTE generated the events to be tested. All beam particles were presumed to travel along the positive x axis and to interact in the target with a k zero and neutral cascade emerging and subsequently decaying. The kinematic values for each event were chosen in the following manner:

beam momentum - the momentum values obeyed a Gaussian distribution with a central value of 1800 MeV/c and a standard deviation of 40 MeV/c

point of interaction - these points were distributed uniformly over the area presented by the flask to the beam and uniformly along the length of the flask

cascade production angles - the center of mass polar angle with respect to the beam direction was chosen according to a $\cos^2$ distribution while the azimuthal angle, as were all such angles, was chosen from a uniform distribution

cascade and k decay points - the known lifetimes were used in conjunction with an exponential decay distribution.

Using similar techniques for other quantities, momentum conservation, and Lorentz transformations, the directions of the four final state charged particles were determined and recorded on tape.

The next step in handling these events was to see whether or
Program CARLO followed the particle tracks to see if the anticoincidence counter was triggered and if the hodoscope counted four particles. If the event was detected, the spark locations in the chambers were determined. Each gap had an 80% chance of firing. For those events in which all tracks had more than two visible sparks, a ray was traced through the virtual camera to the film. The film coordinates were randomly varied to simulate measuring errors and then written on tape. The output of CARLO was identical in format to that of the SCAMP measuring system. This allowed the Monte Carlo events to be reconstructed in exactly the same manner as the real data.